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PREFACE 

The Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) began in 1933 

as a program within the National Parks Service. Charles Peterson, 

working as a restoration architect for the National Parks Service, saw 

a need for a national architectural archive (1). He proposed the idea 

of HABS and its initial direction in a memorandum to his superiors. 

It stated: 

The plan I propose is to enlist a qualified group of 
architects and draftsmen to study, measure and draw up 
the plans, elevations and details of the important antique 
buildings of the United States. Our architectural heritage 
of buildings from the last four centuries diminishes daily 
at an alarming rate. The ravages of fire and the natural 
elements together with the demolition and alterations 
caused by real estate "improvements" form an inexorable 
tide of destruction destined to wipe out the great 
majority of the buildings which knew the beginning and 
first flourish of the nation. The comparatively few 
structures which can be saved by extraordinary effort 
and presented as exhibition houses and museums or 
altered and used for residences or minor commercial uses 
comprise only a minor percentage of the interesting and 
important architectural specimens which remain from the 
old days. It is the responsibility of the American people 
that if the great number of our antique buildings must 
disappear through economic causes, they should not pass 
into unrecorded oblivion.(2) 

Over the past 57 years, this approach to preservation by means 

of documentation has been led by HABS. The majority of the records 

in the Survey's archives (in the Library of Congress) have been 

provided by HABS summer documentation teams. These summer 
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teams, lasting for three months, provide detailed documentation of a 

building, or complex of buildings, through measured drawings, 

photographs, and written architectural and historical data (3). 

Because of the expense of hiring professionals, students make up 

these teams. 

HABS is one of the largest depositories of data of this kind in 

the world. Its collection contains over 45,000 measured drawings, 

104,000 photographs, ans 50,000 pages of written architectural and 

historical data (4). In all, these records contain information on over 

21,000 buildings across the United States, District of Columbia, Puerto 

Rico, and the U. S. Virgin Islands (5). After editing by HABS, all 

documentation is sent to the Library of Congress. 

The HABS collection has been open to the public since its 

beginning in 1933. "All HABS records are reproducible and copyright 

free, and the Survey encourages the public's use and reproduction of 

its records" (6). 

HABS has been and will continue to be an important 

organization for the preservation and documentation of America's 

historic structures. However, with the current trend toward 

computerization in the architectural profession, there is a need for 

HABS to follow suit. Therefore, the subject of this thesis is the 

development of a standardized method of incorporating computer-

aided design into the Historic American Buildings Survey and other 

preservation organizations. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer-Aided Desi gn 

Computer-aided design (CAD) became a reality in the early 

1960s. One of the first developments was Ivan E. Sutherland's 

Sketchpad system, executed on the TX-2 computer at MIT's Lincoln 

Laboratory (7). This system allowed an engineer to create designs 

by sitting at an interactive graphics terminal with the use of a light 

pen and keyboard (8). Since then, CAD has been widely used in 

many branches of the engineering profession. 

The use of CAD in the architectural profession, however, was 

not received as eagerly by the engineers. There are two possible 

reasons for this: first, the architects did not recognize the potentials 

of computer technology; and second, the computer systems at the 

time were not economically feasible for many architectural offices. 

Despite this, interest in CAD grew rapidly in the 1960s and 1970s in 

both professional practice and education (9). 

Today, the use of computers in the architectural office is 

widespread. This may be contributed to the development of new 

technology and software, making CAD systems economically feasible 

for any size firm. Before 1983, only 10% of all architectural firms 

using CAD systems had less than 10 employees, while between 1983 

and 1986 this percentage doubled (10). Firms with more than 50 

employees further expanded their use of CAD in this four-year 

period. "More than 80% of the firms presently owning CAD systems 
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intend to increase their use of computers, particularly in drafting and 

design" (11). 

Computer Use In Historic Preservation 

The use of computers in the historic preservation field has 

been limited. One of the first uses was the creation of the Historic 

Structures Preservation Database (HSPD). The HSPD traces its 

beginnings back to the early 1970s, when the National Parks Service 

saw that there was a need for some method to provide preservation 

maintenance information about the historic and pre-historic 

structures in the national parks (12). The original document for this 

was the Historic Structures Preservation Guide (HSPG). These HSPGs 

tended to be project related, however, and were only prepared if the 

structure had been restored or undergone major preservation 

work (13). 

In 1982, a meeting was held in Santa Fe to discuss the future of 

HSPGs. "By this time, computer technology had made great progress. 

It was decided that a computerized database...should be undertaken" 

(14). The purpose of this database was to bring all the HSPG 

information together, where everyone could find it, and to be able to 

add new data easily. 

The result was the creation of the HSPD in 1988. It is a 

computerized database containing information about historic and 

pre-historic structures preservation technology and procedures. It 

was based on the commercial database software program known as 

"dBASE III PLUS," and consists of programs and databases 



compatible with it (15). The programs were compiled and do not 

require the user to have the "dBASE III PLUS" software to use the 

HSPD. It was designed to be used on a "PC" type microcomputer 

using the "MS-DOS" operating system (16). 

Another use for computers in historic preservation took place 

in California. Computer-aided design was used as an integral part of 

the effort to restore Frank Lloyd Wright's Ennis-Brown House in Los 

Angeles, a 55-year-old house listed on the National Register of 

Historic Places. 

After many years of funding campaigns, the board of directors 

of the historic house were faced with the possibility of stripping the 

landmark of its Frank Lloyd Wright-designed artwork to fund the 

needed repairs (17). To embellish the documentation needed to 

solicit grants from various foundations, the board hired ISICAD Inc. 

of Anaheim, California. ISICAD provided computer-generated solid 

models, floor plans, and other drawings (18). 

The project manager for ISICAD, Michael Holland, said that the 

firm's major goal was "to get the house fully documented in a shorter 

period of time" (19). The computer has allowed the firm to provide 

conceptual drawings very similar to Frank Lloyd Wright's original 

ones. These computer-generated drawings, produced with color 

plotters, helped secure the funding necessary because of the ability 

to let the architect pose "what if questions" without spending a lot of 

time and money. 

To date, the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) has 

used CAD as a tool only for documenting historic structures 



(the Texas State Capitol). This thesis will show how CAD may be used 

as a tool not only for documentation but also as one for the analysis 

of historic structures. The basis for this thesis involves the 

development of a standardized method of using computer-aided 

design for documentation and analysis of historic structures to be 

used by the Historic American Buildings Survey and various other 

preservation groups. This thesis will show how a building's 

evolution, specific preservation problems, and courses of action taken 

on these problems can be shown on one set of computer-generated 

drawings, using the courthouse of Copiah County, Mississippi, as a 

working example. 

Because this thesis deals with two distinctive topics, it is 

divided into two parts. In Part One the use of computer-aided design 

in historic preservation is discussed. This part is broken down into 

three sections: the process used to create the drawings, a hardware 

and software analysis, and future developments. In Part Two a 

discussion about the Copiah County Courthouse is presented. This 

part is broken down into two sections: a discussion of Copiah County 

and its County Seats and the preservation of the courthouse itself. 



PART ONE 

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION 



CHAPTER II 

PROCESS 

The purpose of this chapter is to document and explain the 

process used to create this standardized method of incorporating 

computer-aided design into HABS documentation. The chapter is 

broken down into the steps (in order) that were taken. The first 

three steps (master layer, layer names, and colors) pertain to all 

drawings, while the others pertain to individual situations. 

Hardware and Software Used 

The hardware used to develop this thesis was a Bestek 286 

personal computer, which is in the "IBM AT" class, with 8-bit 

processing and contained a 40-megabyte hard drive. The software 

used was DataCAD, by Microtecture, in conjunction with a Numonics 

digitizer. 

Master Layer 

The first item that had to be established was what will be 

called the master layer. This layer was used as a guide to establish 

what the maximum drawing area would be. In order to create this 

layer, what HABS sheet size would best suit the drawings had to be 

determined. The 24 X 36 inch sheet size was chosen and, according 

to HABS specifications, had a maximum drawing area of 21 3/4 X 

31 3/4 inches. However, in the DataCAD software, this sheet size has 

a maximum effective plotting area of 21 X 33 inches. With the 



combination of the two maximum allowable drawing areas, an area 

of 21 X 31 3/4 inches was established. Thus, only 3/4 of an inch was 

lost on the shorter side of the HABS sheet. 

Next, this 21 X 31 3/4 inch rectangular drawing area had to be 

drawn on a layer. This was accomplished by converting the actual 

dimensions into scaled dimensions. Since the majority of the 

drawings were to be at 1/8" = I'-O" scale, it was decided that the 

drawing area dimensions be converted accordingly. To scale, this 

meant that the drawing area would be 168 X 254 feet. 

Now that the scaled dimensions of the drawing area were 

known, the next step was to actually draw it. A new drawing was 

created for this purpose. When the new drawing was created, the 

default scale was 1/4" = I'-O" inch. Using the "polygon" feature in 

the software, a rectangle with dimensions of 168 X 254 feet was 

drawn. The default scale will not affect the scale of the drawing area 

as long as when the drawings are plotted, the user sets the plotting 

scale at 1/8" = I'-O". If the drawings are to be plotted at 1/4" = I'-O" 

or some other scale, the maximum drawing area dimensions should 

be scaled accordingly. The layer that contained this rectangle was 

then named "MASTER" and saved through the use of the Layer Save 

command in the Layer Menu so that it could be used in all of the 

drawings as a guide. 

Layer Names 

The DataCAD software allows the user to name each layer using 

up to eight characters. The only drawback is that only seven 



characters are shown "on-screen." This makes it necessary to devise 

a system of abbreviations (See Figure 2.1) for the various layer 

names (See Figure 2.2) that are easily recognizable. 

Abbreviation 

X J , M. , X f , ^ , . . . 

BAL 

OOL 

GOR 

rar 
ER 

EL 

ENT 

FP 

L 

N 

N-

P-

S 

SECT 

STR 

W 

WDW 

FIGURE 2.1 

Meaning 

Floor Number 

Balustrade 

Column 

Cornice 

Detail 

Door 

Elevation 

Enatblature 

Floor Plan 

Labels 

North 

Notes 

Problems 

South 

Section 

Stair 

West 

Window 

Sample abbreviations and meanings 
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Layer Name 

1FP1989 

NEL1902 

EWSECT89 

STREL02 

L-1FP89 

Meaning 

First Floor Plan as of 1989 

North Elevation as of 1902 

East-West Section as of 1989 

Stair Elevation as of 1902 

Labels for First Floor Plan 1989 

FIGURE 2.2 

Sample layer names 

Colors 

There are two uses for line color in this thesis. The first use is 

for line weight designation. When the drawings are being plotted, 

the plotter will assign the colors to pen sizes. According to HABS 

specifications, there are seven pen sizes that may be used on 

drawings (20). The largest (0.81mm) and smallest (0.134mm) are 

used only by special permission of the HABS office and therefore 

were not included in the two color schemes devised for line weight 

designation. A "blue" scheme was established for the documentation 

of the building's present condition, and a "green" scheme for original 

condition (Figure 2.3). The reason for the order of the colors is that, 

on the computer screen, they visually seem to recede which helps 

the two-dimensional drawing appear to have depth. 



Blue Scheme 

White 

Light Cyan 

Cyan 

Light Blue 

Blue 

Green Scheme 

White 

Light Gray 

Yellow 

Light Green 

Green 

FIGURE 2.3 

Pen Size 

0.56mm 

0.46mm 

0.35mm 

0.30mm 

0.19mm 

Color schemes and pen sizes 

The second use for color was to make distinctions between 

original and present conditions easily visible. This use for color is 

most effectively employed in the floor plan drawings. Once the 

present floor plan is drawn, the original floor plan is drawn on top of 

it on another layer using the "green" color scheme. This method 

allows the user to easily see the changes that the building has 

undergone by the use of an overlay drawing with the two contrasting 

color schemes. 

Floor Plans 

Once the field measurements of the building are complete, the 

original (if there is enough physical evidence available) and present 

floor plans can then be drawn using the color schemes discussed 

earlier. Each plan should be drawn on a different layer, each with its 
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own distinctive name. All floor plans should be drawn on top of each 

other so that when the different layers are turned on, the 

relationships between each floor and time period will be visible. 

Walls. The first step in creating the floor plans is to establish 

the walls. Walls are easily drawn with the use of the Walls command 

in the Architect Menu. This command is useful whenever two 

parallel lines are needed. This command provides not only a quick 

method of drawing walls, but also a helpful method of laying out 

roads and sidewalks. This is due to the fact that the wall width may 

be set to any desired dimension (21). Curved walls may also be 

drawn using the Walls command in conjunction with the Circle and 

Arc commands. 

Walls are defined by either sides or centers. To define walls by 

sides (as was used in this thesis). Sides is selected in the Walls 

Options Menu. Using this option, walls are created by entering two 

points representing the length of the wall, then the program prompts 

the user to enter a third point that defines the other side. When the 

Centers option is chosen, walls are defined by the two end points. 

With the Clean option enabled, DataCAD will automatically trim 

the wall lines of "T" intersections. It is important to enter the wall 

end point near the wall line to be trimmed, so that the program will 

choose the correct wall to trim to. When the Clean option is not 

enabled, walls will be capped. This means that the end of the wall 

will be closed. 

The Walls command was useful in the drawing of the floor 

plans. However, there was one situation where some manual 
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modifications to the wall were needed (See Figure 2.4). The entity on 

the left shows how the wall looked when it was drawn using the 

Walls command. The entity in the center shows the wall with the 

two undesired pieces removed. The right entity shows the desired 

result by the use of the Weldline command in the Cleanup Menu. 

FIGURE 2.4 

Correcting special wall conditions 

Windows. The Windows command allows the user to 

automatically draw windows and cased openings in walls (22). The 

program allows the user to customize the detail of the window to be 

drawn by changing the size of its basic components: jamb size, sill 

projection, glass thickness, sill height, and head height (23). 

Windows may be drawn by defining the sides (jambs) or by 

the center and one side. To define windows by its sides (as in this 

thesis), choose the Sides command in the Windows Options Menu. 

The sides are defined by two points placed on the wall in which the 

window is to be located, then the program prompts the user to enter 
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a third point to define the outside of the wall. The third point is used 

to determine the placement of the sill. 

The Windows command is very useful. However, if there are 

windows in curved walls, the program will not recognize them as a 

wall. To overcome this, a rather large amount of work is needed to 

produce the correct result (See Figure 2.5). The first step is to draw 

a wall, of the same thickness as the curved one, and draw a window 

in it. Second, erase everything except the window itself. Third, using 

the Move command, place the window in the correct position in the 

curved wall. Fourth, using the Partial command in the Erase Menu, 

erase the part of the wall that falls between the window jambs. This 

step is needed because the line weight of the walls is thicker than 

that of the window. Fifth, and finally, replace the segments removed 

using the Arc command so that the line color may be changed to that 

of the window. 

i 
'/ 

7} 

VA 

HGURE 2.5 

Windows in a curved wall 
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Doors.. The Doors command automatically draws a door and 

door swing by entering a few points (24). This command allows the 

user to draw single, double, bi-fold, or sliding doors (See Figure 2.6). 

The program prompts the user for the hinge side of the door, the 

strike side of the door, the direction of swing, and the outside of the 

wall. Once these points are entered, the program will construct the 

desired door. The appearance of the door in plan can be altered by 

setting the various door options (jamb width, door swing angle, and 

thickness). 

Single Double Bi-Fold Sliding 

Y//y/yy///y/y/y//y/yy/y/y/yyy/yyy////////y///////////////,'A 

FIGURE 2.6 

Door types 

Elevations 

Once the floor plans are drawn, the next step is to draw the 

elevations. The elevations can be drawn easily by first blocking 

them out by using a series of polygons (See Figure 2.7). These 

polygons should be located on another layer and in a different color 

so that they are seen easily. A ground line may also be added to the 

polygons to use as a line of reference. Like the floor plans, the 
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points which define the X and Y distances for the array. After these 

distances are established, the program prompts the user for the 

number of X and Y repetitions. One important thing to remember is 

that when the number of repetitions is set, the program reads the 

entity that is to be copied as the first. In other words, if four more 

windows are needed, five would be the correct number of entities to 

enter into the array command. 

Templates. When certain elements, such as windows or corner 

profiles, are used throughout two or more elevations, a template 

containing these elements proves to be useful. To create a template 

file for the current project, choose the New File command in the 

Template Menu. The program will prompt the user for a filemane, 

one that is not currently in use. Now that the new template has been 

created, entities may be saved into it through the use of the Save 

Sym command. When entities that are to be saved in the template 

are chosen, the program prompts for a point of reference. This point 

of reference is used to locate the entity on the drawing. Next, the 

program asks for a name to be given to the symbol. Like layer 

names, it is useful to use names that are easily recognizable because 

of the limited number of characters that may be used. 

The template files for various projects can be combined for 

other uses. In order to manipulate these files, it is important to 

understand how they work. These files can be edited through the 

use of the Edit command in the Pathminder software (See Figure 2.8). 
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3 
8 

SYMNCCCHCOLUMNl 
SYM^CCCH^C0LUMN2 
SYMNCCCHNCOLCAPl 
SYM\CCCHSC0LCAP2 
SYM\CCCHNENTAB1 
SYMNCCCHVENTAB2 

HGURE 2.8 

Template file structure 

The structure of this file is quite simple. The two numbers 

represent the width and length of the template grid, respectively. 

The asterisk (*) represents the end of this section of the file. The 

following lines represent the path taken by the program to find the 

desired symbol. For example, SYM\CCCH\C0LUMN1 finds the symbol 

named COLUMNl.SYM in the CCCH (Copiah County Courthouse) sub

directory of the Symbol directory in DataCAD. The black diamond (^) 

tells the computer that this is the end of the template file. 

With the understanding of how these files operate, it is possible 

to use them for special purposes. For example, if one desires to 

study the various columns used in courthouses. This is accomplished 

by accessing the template files of the courthouses and noting the 

path names of the columns stored as symbols. With this information 

a new template file can be written and these path names entered 

into it. This method is much faster than opening the drawings and 
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saving the symbols to a layer and then loading those layers onto a 

new drawing. 

Detail. The amount of detail in the elevations is determined by 

both scale and drawing-file size. In this thesis, the amount of detail 

used in the elevation drawings was moderate. Some of the details 

were not visible at 1/8" = I'-O" scale, so detail drawings were needed 

to show these at a larger scale. The detail in the elevation was, 

therefore, simplified to reduce the drawing size (See Figure 2.9) 

It is possible that, with the use of the computer, every detail on 

the building may be drawn. Though this is possible, the drawing-file 

size of these fully detailed drawings is very large. There are two 

drawbacks to these large drawing files. First, because of the speed of 

the computers today, the drawings become too cumbersome to work 

with effectively. Second, one must think of the size that the 

drawings will be plotted. At 1/8" = I'-O" scale, one inch is 

approximately 1/100 of an inch, which is barely visible and most 

likely will not be noticed when plotted. Too much detail and the 

plots of the drawings will contain black areas due to the width of the 

pens. 
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Actual Appearance Appearance In Drawings 

V 7 

FIGURE 2.6 

Simplification of corner detail 
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Sections 

With the elevations completed, the sections may easily be 

drawn. The fastest way to start the sections is to copy the perimeter 

of the corresponding elevation to the layer that will contain the 

section using the To Layer command in the Copy Menu. This is done 

so that a frame is established and many of the heights are known 

and do not have to be redrawn. The sections should use of the color 

schemes discussed earlier. 

Details 

As discussed earlier, the detail drawings are of those elements 

which would be lost at a smaller scale. Typical details include 

porches, doors, windows, chimneys, stairways, moldings, and 

cornices. These drawings are usually at a scale of 1/2" = I'-O" or 

larger. Since the majority of the drawings are at a scale of 

1/8" = I'-O" and the details may be at many different scales, a 

method of properly sizing the details is necessary for correct plotting. 

Grids. In some instances, there are details, such as column 

capitals, that cannot be measured and drawn with the computer 

exactly. In this thesis, a method of drawing a detail of an ionic 

capital had to be developed. The first step was to draw the capital to 

1/4" = I'-O" scale by hand from a slide. Next, a 1/4 inch grid was 

drawn over the capital (See Figure 2.10). Then a grid was drawn at 

1/8" = I'-O" scale on the computer. The purpose of this grid was to 

be able to transfer the capital to the computer by noting where 

certain curves intersected the lines of the grid. By using this method, 
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many details that seemed impossible to draw with the computer are 

easily established. 

HGURE 2.10 

Column capital grid 

Sizing. The easiest method of sizing these drawings is to use 

the Enlarge command. The first step is to draw the detail as though 

it were to be plotted at 1/8" =r-0" scale. Once this is done, choose 

the Enlarge command. The program prompts the user for the center 

of enlargement and is located by entering a point (it is not necessary 

to locate the exact center of the object). Then the program prompts 

the user to choose the object to be enlarged and the operation is 

complete. 

In order to determine what enlargement factor is needed, the 

user has to determine what scale the detail is to be. In this thesis, 

the drawings were plotted at a scale of 1/8" = I'-O" and this was 
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used to determine the enlargement factor (See Table 2.1). For 

example, if a detail is to be plotted so that it is at a scale of 

1 1/2" = I'-O" the enlargement factor must be twelve. The reason for 

this factor is that 1 1/2" = I'-O" scale is twelve times as large as 

1/8" =r-0" scale. The factor of enlargement may be set to any 

amount. 

TABLE 2.1 

Enlargement factors for 
1/8" =l'-0" Scale 

Scale When Plotted 

1/2" = r-0" 

3/4" = I'-O" 

1" = r-0" 

1 1/2" = I'-O" 

3" = I'-O" 

Half Size 

Full Size 

This command is useful for creating the graphic scales that are 

a required item on HABS drawings. HABS graphic scales consist of 

both English and Metric units. To construct these, first draw a scale 

for the English units. Then, through the Settings Menu change the 

units to Metric and draw a scale for it. Now that both of the scales 

are drawn, change the units back to the English system and use the 

Enl; argement 

4 

6 

8 

12 

24 

48 

96 

Factor 
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Enlarge command. The same method is used for this as was used in 

the sizing of the details. 

Materials. The indication of materials in plan and elevation is a 

requirement for HABS drawings. This is accomplished through the 

use of the Hatch command. The Hatch command allows entities, 

groups, or areas to be filled with a repetitive pattern (25). This is 

more commonly called cross-hatching or poche. DataCAD has many 

of the more commonly used patterns in its program. 

The scale of hatching may be varied from one to 1000. The 

default scale of the Hatch command is 200. There is no exact 

conversion factor to know what scale needs to be used for a 

particular drawing. The user must experiment with different scales 

to find one that is suitable for the present use. An important thing to 

remember is that the larger the scale, the more lines per area are 

drawn. 

The Hatch command is also useful for drawing details. In this 

thesis, the cement pattern was used to convey cast stone and 

concrete in the drawing of the column base detail . By varying the 

hatch scale, two different effects were achieved. A hatch scale of 

200 was used for the cast stone column base, and a scale of 100 was 

used for the concrete column. 

Text 

Since the HABS drawings are reduced in size for publication 

and microfilming, the text must remain legible when reduced (26). 

The preferred method of writing text is through the use of Leroy 
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Lettering templates. With the use of the DataCAD software, this task 

is much easier and faster. The preferred lettering style is plain 

Gothic (the standard Leroy style) (27). The closest DataCAD text style 

to this is Roman, which is found in the Font Name command in the 

Text Menu. 

Size. The Leroy templates are sized in thousandths of an inch, 

and HABS specifies which sizes are to be used for the various 

conditions. The smallest usable Leroy template size for the 24 X 36 

inch sheet size is 100. In order to determine what size of text to use 

in DataCAD, the Leroy sizes must be converted to fractions of an inch. 

Once they are converted, the user must determine how large they 

are "to scale" for correct plotting (See Table 2.2). For example, to plot 

text 1/8" high at 1/8" = I'-O" scale, a text size of one foot would be 

entered. 

TABLE 2.2 

Text sizes & conversion factors 
for 1/8" =l'-0" scale 

Use Leroy Size Fraction Plot Size 

Titles 240 1/4" 2'-0" 

Subtitles 175 3/16" l'-6" 

Notes, Dimensions, Scales 120 1/8" I'-O" 

Color. The text on the drawings was done in three colors. Two 

of these, light cyan (for 1989 text) and light gray (for 1902 text), 

were used to make any general notes necessary on the drawings. 
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Red was used specifically for the notation of when certain elements 

of the building were removed and preservation problems associated 

and with the building. This was done so that when the "problems" 

layer is turned on, these conditions are easily visible and not 

confused with the other text. If these notes are plotted, the red color 

will use the same pen as the rest of the text (0.46 mm). 

Sample Drawings 

Figures 2.11-2.17 (in pocket) are selected examples of what the 

drawings look like using the method described in this chapter. These 

exhibit how the notes and problems associated with the building are 

shown on one set of computer-generated drawings. 
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CHAPTER m 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

Upon completion of the drawings, several aspects of the 

hardware and software were insufficient for my purposes. It is the 

purpose of this chapter to analyze these deficiencies and make 

recommendations for an "ideal" method for recording historic 

structures. 

Analysis 

Speed. One of the major problems in this thesis was the speed 

of the computer. The Bestek 286 personal computer, with 8-bit 

processing, proved to be too slow when regenerating the screen. On 

a typical elevation, a screen regeneration took about 20 seconds. 

Another time that the speed of the computer was lacking was when 

the DataCAD software was creating an auto-save file. A typical auto-

save time for a one megabyte drawing was approximately two 

minutes. 

Resolution. Another problem with the hardware was the 

monitor resolution. The monitor used had a resolution of 640 X 350. 

With this, a curved wall constructed by the use of two segments, it 

was difficult to tell if the curves read as one cohesive piece. 

Moreover, much of the detail was unreadable on the monitor. In 

order to see the detail, the drawing had to be at a large scale on the 

screen. In both cases, the drawing in question had to be plotted in 

order to see if the particular item was drawn correctly. 
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Drawing size. It was originally conceived that all of the 

drawings for the Copiah County Courthouse were to be located on one 

set of drawings. After the floor plans were drawn, the drawing size 

was approximately one megabyte. A drawing any larger than this is 

too cumbersome to work with effectively. 

Another reason for keeping the drawing size under one 

megabyte was to facilitate copying onto a 1.2 megabyte floppy disk. 

Keeping this in mind, it had to determine how to group the drawings 

together. The result was a series of drawings: floor plans, east 

elevations, west elevations, north elevations, south elevations, 

sections, and two drawings of details. In this arrangement, all of the 

drawings would fit on floppy disks. Although it is possible to copy 

larger drawings onto floppy disks through the use of the Backup and 

Restore commands in DOS, they are, as stated before, too large to 

work with. 

3-D use. It was suggested that the courthouse should be 

modeled in three dimensions. Though the DataCAD software makes 

this possible, it was not attempted for two reasons. First, the amount 

of detail on the elevations and sections needed for HABS 

documentation would take an enormous amount of time to construct. 

It was much faster to draw the elevations and sections as separate 

drawings. Second, if the building were modeled in three-dimensions, 

the amount of time needed to generate hidden line drawings of the 

elevations and sections would have taken anywhere from one to two 

days. 
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Data exchange files TDXFV The DataCAD software is capable of 

reading and writing DXF files. This feature allows the DataCAD files 

to be used by anyone using CAD software, such as AutoCAD"^, that 

supports DXF files. By the same token, DataCAD can read DXF files 

from other CAD software packages. 

To create a DXF drawing file, the user must go to the File I/O 

Menu of DataCAD and choose the WriteDXF option. The program will 

prompt for a filename for the new drawing. This filename can be the 

same as the current DataCAD file because it is given a filename 

extension of ".DXF" (the DataCAD extension is "DC3"). It is 

recommended to use the same filename so that the drawings will not 

be confused with other drawings. 

To read a DXF drawing file, the user also goes to the File I/O 

MenUy but uses the ReadDXF option. Once this option is chosen, a list 

of available DXF files will appear in the menu window (28). If there 

are not any drawings listed, it is possible that the path is set wrong 

and should be changed. The desired drawing is then chosen. Once 

the drawing is chosen, DataCAD will read the file and display it on 

the screen. 

Though this allows more people access to the drawings, there is 

a drawback to it. The drawback is that the DXF files are somewhat 

larger than the DataCAD files. With this increased size, many of the 

drawings will not fit on one floppy disk. This means that the Backup 

and Restore commands must be used and the number of disks 

needed will increase. 
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Recommendations 

Many of the problems surrounding the hardware used in this 

thesis are centered around its speed. To most effectively overcome 

this problem, the use of a workstation with 32-bit processing and 

capable of 12 MIPS (million instructions per second) would be 

required. However, it was the goal of this thesis to allow the 

drawings to be created and used by anyone using a personal 

computer. 

A more realistic method of overcoming this problem is through 

the use of a 386 or 486 based personal computer. These new 386 

and 486 based computers are much faster than the 286 that was 

used which will reduce the regeneration and save times dramatically. 

However, with the rate of development of new technology, more 

powerful personal computers are possible within the next few years. 

The resolution problems can be overcome through the use of 

high-resolution monitors. The more popular of these new monitors 

have a resolution of 1024 X 768 which is approximately twice that of 

the one used. With this higher resolution, many of the problems that 

were encountered could be avoided. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

This chapter deals with three topics that will be useful for 

HABS to incorporate in the future. The first deals with the 

establishment and structuring of a database that will house 

information about the buildings in the HABS archives. The second 

will cover the various types of optical storage devices and their 

applications to the computerization of HABS. Finally, the third will 

show how the existing hand-drawn documents in the HABS archives 

can be converted to CAD format through the use of scanning devices. 

Database and Structure 

The computerization of recording historic structures should also 

include a database, so that specific information could be searched. It 

is the purpose of this database to allow the user to search for a 

particular feature found in a building without having to do much 

research. The output of this database will tell the researcher which 

buildings in the HABS archives meet the qualifications set forth in 

the database entry. 

In order to do this, a list of specifier categories should be 

established. Specifiers are those keywords that are used to identify 

the items that are to be found by the database. Like the HSPD, this 

list of specifier categories was compiled by looking at other 

databases and what items are commonly researched in historic 

buildings. 
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A list of seven categories of specifiers should be established. 

These categories are: Location, Architect, Style, Type, Materials, 

Elements, and Problems. Following the HSPD example, only one of 

the categories needs to be defined in order for the database to 

conduct a search. However, the more categories that are specified, 

the more detailed the search. 

The first item that is usually researched is the location of the 

building. In order to allow for buildings to be searched by location, a 

definition of what 'location' is, is needed. Thus, the 'Location' 

specifier category should be broken down into four levels: Nation

wide, Region, State, and City (or closest town). This allows the user 

to search for buildings by location in general or specific depending on 

current needs. 

The next category deals with what particular architect designed 

the building. The specifiers for this category will be entered by the 

architect's last name first with an initial for the first name separated 

by a comma. There may, however, be some problems with the 

spelling of the architect's name, so the database should be capable of 

searching by the first few letters of the last name. 

Many times the question of what is the style of the building 

arises. Though there are many books on architectural styles, they 

usually only contain one photograph of a building to illustrate this. 

Therefore, it is the purpose of the 'Style' specifier category to find 

various examples of the particular style in question. 

The next category deals with the type of the building. Type in 

this context is used to denote the current use of the building. One 
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problem with this is that many of the current uses for historic 

structures are different from the original uses. For example: many of 

the structures that once were houses are now museums. In order to 

overcome this discrepancy in uses, the type specifier used should be 

followed by an "O" for original use and a "P" for present use. Another 

problem with the 'Type' specifier category is that some buildings had 

multiple uses. For example: the Stafford Opera House in Columbus, 

Texas, originally contained a theater, a bank, and a dry goods store. 

Rather than only listing its major use when entering a multi-use 

building into the database, all of the uses should be listed. The 

database structure should be flexible enough to accommodate this 

type of building. 

The 'Material' specifier category indicates what the building or 

elements of the building are composed of, such as stone, wood, 

marble, and metal. The materials searched in the database can be 

more specific by indicating a particular one such as cedar, pink 

granite, or copper. One problem with this category is that things like 

plaster and paint are often thought of as materials (29). This 

database will consider these things to be elements because these are 

classified as finishes. However, if gypsum plaster or oil paint was the 

item to be searched, the database would recognize gypsum and oil as 

the primary elements and therefore, materials. 

The next specifier category deals with the elements of a 

building. In the HSPD this type of category was divided into two 

parts, elements and units (30). There is some confusion, however, as 

to what the difference is between an element and a unit. To avoid 
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this, for the purposes of this database, an element can be either a 

major (element) or minor (unit) component of the building. These 

elements can be room names, columns, finishes, porches, or shingles 

to name a few. There will be some overlapping, however, in this 

category with the 'Materials' category, as was noted earlier with the 

examples of oil paint and gypsum plaster. 

The final category deals with the preservation problems 

associated with the building or component thereof. It is the purpose 

of this category to show the user various buildings that have had the 

particular problem specified and the preservation techniques that 

were used to rectify the situation. This will allow the user to contact 

the owners of the building and ask them what the current situation 

is with the area treated. The reason for this is so that the person 

determining what treatment they wish to use can locate other 

buildings and ensure that the treatment is long-lasting and not 

harmful to the structure. 

The data that is entered into the specifier categories listed 

above should be standardized so that the database will be able to 

locate the information quickly. These categories can be broken down 

into several individual items. This standardization will make it 

possible for the database to locate the correct information without 

the worry of determining what the correct terminology is. Figure 4.1 

is an example of a sample database entry. 
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Enter at least one specifier for the following categories: 

LOCATION: Mississippi, Hazlehurst 

ARCHITECT: Gordon, J. 

STYLE: 

TYPE: Courthouse, O 

MATERIALS: Brick 

ELEMENTS: 

PROBLEMS: Termites 

HGURE 4.1 

Sample database entry 

This database search entry would find any courthouses 

constructed of brick, designed by J. Gordon in Hazlehurst, Mississippi, 

that have problems with termites. The particular building found by 

the database would be the Copiah County courthouse. 

It was suggested that the database should allow the user to 

access the drawings that relate to the building (or buildings) that 

matched the specifiers entered. Though this would be an ideal 

solution, the amount of memory needed to house all of the drawings 

and the database would be vast and not well suited to using a 

personal computer. 

Optical Storage 

Optical storage technology uses a laser beam to read and write 

the equivalent of 250,000 pages of data to a disk that is 
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approximately five inches in diameter (31). These disks are similar 

to digital audio disks, commonly known as CDs. The audio CDs are 

responsible for the current interest in the capability of optical disks 

as storage media. There are three types of optical disks: compact 

disk read-only memory (CD ROM); write-once, read-many (WORM); 

and erasable optical storage devices. Each of these have different 

potential applications in the building industry. 

Compact disk read-only memory (CD-ROM). A CD-ROM disk is 

similar to an audio CD physically, it is the same 4.72 inches in 

diameter. A typical CD-ROM disk can store up to 640 megabytes 

(Mb) of data, which is the equivalent to approximately 600 high-

density floppy disks. It is not possible to write information to a CD-

ROM disk, which makes it ideal for use as an on-line library of 

reference books (32). The information contained on a CD-ROM disk is 

recorded at the time it is manufactured and cannot be changed. 

There is one main difference between audio and computer CDs. 

The audio CD "contains digital to analog circuitry to convert the 

recorded music from digital form to an analog signal, which is 

necessary to drive an audio amplifier" (33). This circuitry is not 

necessary on CD-ROM disks. 

The CD-ROM disk drives come in many sizes. Some of these 

will fit into the computer's internal (5 1/4 inch) floppy drive slot. 

The other drives are designed to be used as external boxes. These 

CD-ROM drives range in price from $500 to over $1,500 (34). 

The disks themselves are relatively low-cost. A high initial 

cost is required to produce the "master disk," but the cost to produce 
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copies of it is low (many of the disks cost around $10) (35). The low 

production price makes using this type of disk for multi-volume 

publishing cost effective. 

Write-once, read-manv (WORMV Like the CD-ROM technology, 

the data on an optical disk using WORM technology cannot be 

changed or overwritten once it is on the disk. The main difference 

between these two types of technology is that information can be 

written to the disk by the user using WORM, instead of purchasing 

pre-recorded disks. WORM technology is not as well suited for mass 

production as CD-ROM. Because of its data cannot be changed, WORM 

disks are becoming popular for archival storage where unchangeable 

data is desired. 

WORM disks come in many sizes, though the compact disk 

format is the most popular. The WORM drive is more expensive than 

a CD-ROM system because of its writing capability. The base price 

for a WORM drive is about $2,500 (36). 

Erasable optical storage. Erasable optical storage devices were 

mainly prototypes with no off-the-shelf availability until recently. 

The first company to bring this technology to the commercial market 

was Sony. Today, erasable optical disk systems are manufactured by 

several well-known companies such as Sharp, Sony, Maxtor, and 

Cannon (37). The storage capacities of these types of systems are up 

to one gigabyte (1000 Mb) and are increasing as the technology is 

being perfected. 
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Most erasable disks are based on magneto-optics, a 
technology that involves the use of a laser to read and 
erase information from the disk, while heat and a 
magnetic field are combined to write data to the disk. 
The laser produces a vertically oriented magnetic field on 
the disk surface that is reversible and can be changed 
thousands or even millions of times. 

Overall, this technology produces a disk that has 
several advantages over traditional mass storage devices. 
These advantages include performance, higher capacity, 
and the option of portability. Although there has not 
been a rush to incorporate this new technology into 
microcomputers or engineering workstations primarily 
because of its high cost, some equipment manufacturers 
have taken the plunge. Most notable is probably NeXT 
Inc. founded by ... Steven Jobs [of Apple Computers]. The 
NeXT computer uses a production version of Cannon's 
erasable optical drive. (38) 

All of this new technology has possibilities for use in the HABS 

office. All of these mentioned above have mass storage and 

information retrieval applications for general computer use (39). 

Most of these applications are centered around fixed information 

distributed from a central source, which is well suited to CD-ROM 

technology. 

If all HABS drawings are to be drawn with the use of the 

computer, this technology will be valued. As stated before, these 

compact disks can contain up to 640 Mb of data, which translates to 

roughly 70 completely documented buildings. CD-ROM technology 

will also make it possible for university libraries. State Historic 

Preservation Officers, and other preservation groups to have 

immediate access to all of the buildings in the HABS archives. 
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There is one major problem with the use of this type of 

technology, speed. With the amount of data on the disk, the access 

time for the computer to find the information needed is tremendous 

(in terms of computer processing speed). This type of technology 

may, however, be improved in the future so that the access times are 

comparable to those of standard computer hard drives. 

For the present time, the most effective means of making the 

HABS drawings available to anyone, an electronic bulletin board 

should be used. With the bulletin board, people may access the 

information through the use of a modem. 

Scanning Devices 

With the computerization of HABS, the question of what is to be 

done with the existing hand-drawn documents arises. When 

architects and engineers are faced with this problem, many of them 

turn to digitizing the drawings manually into the computer. This 

method, however, is very costly and time-consuming. An alternative 

to this is to convert the drawings using an automatic data-capture 

system, otherwise known as a scanning device. 

It was once thought that optical scanners were "magic slots" 

that could transfer dirty, tattered, and worn drawings into perfect 

reproductions (40). In order to decide whether today's scanners will 

deliver the desired results of the current needs of the organization, 

the customer must consider the condition of the documents that are 

to be scanned. The quality that is scanned in will be the quality that 

will be received from the device. This makes it well suited to the 
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needs of the HABS office because the drawings in their archives are 

drawn on Mylar and in very good condition. 

Scanned images of drawings usually require some editing 

despite the advances in data-capture software (41). Most of the 

scanning software today recognizes machine generated text, but few 

of them will recognize hand-drawn characters or symbols accurately. 

Thus many of the older documents will require even more editing. 

There are two methods of overcoming the problem of the 

scanner recognizing text. The first is character recognition, which 

will recognize text, however, close matches such as an "O" and a zero 

will require editing by human operators. The other is interactive 

entry, which allows the computer separate what it thinks is text and 

presents it to the operator to make sure it is correct. Interactive 

entry is faster than character recognition and is more reliable. 

Although there is a need for many architectural and 

engineering firms to convert their drawings into a digital format, the 

price-$20,000 to $60,000-is cost prohibitive to many firms (42). 

In addition to the scanning hardware, these firms have also needed 

high-capacity storage devices and software for converting the 

drawings for use on their particular CAD systems. But the declining 

cost of hardware and the trend toward smaller, less expensive 

computing platforms, is causing a rising interest in the scanner 

market (43). 

One of the largest commercial uses for document transfer to 

digital format was at an oil refinery in Southern California (44). 

Many of the drawings, some dating back to 1905, were becoming 
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unreadable and needed to be converted. The refinery decided to 

bring in a scanning consultant to oversee the processing of the 1.4 

million documents. These documents were scanned in by a large-

format scanner and left in a raster format for storage on optical disks 

(45). The completion of the project is estimated at five years. Many 

CAD conversion projects for architectural offices, however, are 

typically smaller than that mentioned above. Most of these projects 

limit the conversion to a few hundred drawings. 

Large-format scanners output raster data. Raster data is 

simply a series of dots that make up the digitized image. This raster 

data needs to be converted to vector data in order for CAD systems 

to process the information. Raster-to-vector conversion hardware is 

usually bundled with the scanner, but can be purchased separately 

for about $30,000 (46). Once the data is converted to vector format, 

it must then be transferred to the DXF format to enable the various 

CAD software packages to process the information. 

There are three main types of scanners on the market today: 

drum, laser, and charged coupled device (CCD) technologies (47). 

These technologies vary in resolution, speed, and stability. 

Resolution refers to the number of dots per inch (dpi) that the 

scanned image contains. Speed refers, obviously, to the speed that 

the scanner can read a drawing. Stability, perhaps the most 

important feature, means that the scanner measures the distortion of 

the image and will correct it to an extent. 

Drum technology was the first scanner type to be marketed. 

These drum scanners use a large cylinder around which the drawing 
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is wrapped, so it can be read by an optical device (48). This type of 

scanner has a very slow scanning speed as compared to the others, 

but the resolution of the image can be as high as 2000 dpi. 

Laser technology uses low-power laser light to reflect the 

image off the document. This reflected image is transferred into 

streams of binary raster data, or pixels, one line at a time (49). The 

resolutions that are capable of being produced can be as high as 

1000 dpi, but there is a problem with inherent distortion as the laser 

scans the drawing's edges (50). 

CCD scanners are the most popular of the scanners on the 

market today. These scanners reflect light off the drawing surface 

into linear photosensitive cell arrays, which translate the image into 

a binary bit stream (51). The resolution that these scanners are 

capable of achieving is from 200 to 1000 dpi. 

There are three types of CCD scanners: flat-bed, continuous-

feed, and overhead devices. Flat-beds hold the document down 

while the CCD moves across the image, much like a common 

photocopier. Continuous-feed scanners employ rollers to feed the 

drawing over a fixed CCD and light source (52). A flat scanning 

surface containing the CCD on a stand is used in overhead scanning 

devices. 

This technology makes it possible for the complete collection of 

HABS documents to be entered into a digital format. The cleanup 

needed for the scanned drawings will be relatively small because of 

the excellent quality of those in the HABS archives. The main 

corrections will be in the area of assigning the color schemes to the 
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newly created computer images. This needs to be done so that they 

may be plotted in the same manner as that discussed in Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of computer technology in the architectural profession 

is becoming more common. It was the purpose of this thesis to show 

how computer technology can be incorporated into the historic 

preservation field. Though this thesis focused mainly upon the 

conversion to CAD for the Historic American Buildings Survey, the 

information is applicable to other organizations specializing in 

historic preservation. 

For the use of CAD to be effective, there are two 

recommendations that need to be made in regard to the hardware. 

First, a 386 (80386 processing) or higher based personal computer 

should be used in order to reduce the time lost during screen 

regenerations and auto-saves. And second, a high-resolution monitor 

(1024 X 768) should be used. This will enhance the user's ability to 

view clearly (on-screen) the details and curves without having to 

plot them out to determine if they are correct. 

In the future, CAD software companies need to focus on 

creating packages that are better suited to the needs of 

preservationists. One suggestion is that there should be a sub

program that will remove detail that would be too small to see when 

it is plotted. This addition would make it possible to document the 

building exactly as it appears without having to simplify detail that 

normally would be too small to see when plotted. Another is that the 

program would allow details of differing scales to be plotted on the 
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same sheet without having to enlarge them in the manner discussed 

in Chapter II. One final improvement would be that there is a file 

compression program built into the CAD program. This would allow 

drawings, that are normally too large, to be copied onto disks by 

reducing their file size. These improvements would be very helpful 

to those who are using CAD to document buildings for the Historic 

American Buildings Survey. 

The process discused in Chapter II described, in detail, the 

method used in creating drawings of historic buildings with CAD. 

The drawings demonstrate how a building's evolution, specific 

preservation problems, and courses of action taken on them can be 

included in one document. With all this information housed in one 

document, supplemental information with the drawings is not 

necessary. 

The evolution of the building is shown through the use of the 

two color schemes. The original configuration of the building is 

drawn with one scheme and the present with the other. With the 

two layers turned on, the differences between the two are clearly 

visible. However, many times a building undergoes several changes 

and the use of several color schemes would defeat the purpose. This 

is why a layer containing notes was included. In this layer, the exact 

dates and reasons for the alterations were noted. Thus, the 

building's complete evolution is included in the drawings. 

The preservation problems and the courses of action taken 

against them were also included. This layer is useful to many 

preservation and maintenance efforts. Preservationists can access 
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this layer to study the method used in preserving the building and 

determine its effectiveness and safety. Those in charge of 

maintenance of historic structures also will find this layer useful. 

The problems associated with the building are noted and can be 

located easily. Knowing the location and problem makes routine 

checks on them quicker and easier. 

In Chapter IV many future developments were discussed. The 

first item discussed was the creation of a database. The 

establishment of a database should be undertaken by HABS. This 

would allow buildings to be searched by a number of means. The 

database could be distributed to several locations across the country 

so that many people could have access to the HABS archives. Once 

the building(s) is determined, the user could then access the HABS 

drawing collection and retrieve the information needed. 

The next item discussed was optical storage technology. The 

large storage capacity of these disks will allow HABS to distribute 

many drawing files (approximately 70) to other offices at a low cost. 

The drawbacks to this type of technology are that the access time for 

the computer to find the information is very great and not many 

people have access to a CD-ROM drive. However, these disks are 

useful when converting the hand-drawn documents into computer 

format. 

The discussion of scanning devices is perhaps the most 

important item for HABS to consider. Scanners will allow HABS to 

convert their archived drawings, photographs, and supplemental text 

into computer format. The cost for this is relatively low because of 
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the fact that there are companies that provide these services. With 

all of the (multi-media) information in the HABS archives in 

computer format, they can be transferred by phone to those who 

desire to have them. This development is useful when the 

information is needed in a short amount of time. 

The continued use of computers in the architectural profession 

makes it necessary for historic preservationists to take advantage of 

what it offers. Repetition of common elements is one of the tasks 

that CAD makes easier. CAD also makes it possible to document a 

building exactly (to the nearest 32nd of an inch) as it appears. 

Lastly, with the use of CAD, documentation of large buildings is much 

more efficiently accomplished. 

As was shown in this thesis, CAD is not only a tool for 

documenting historic structures. With the use of CAD it is now 

possible to provide a wide variety of information on historic 

structures within one set of computer-generated drawings. 
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PART TWO 

COPIAH COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
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CHAPTER VI 

COPIAH COUNTY HISTORY 

The purpose of this section of the thesis is twofold. First, it is 

to explain the birth of Copiah County and briefly discuss its three 

County Seats. And second, an in-depth study of the present 

courthouse. The information gathered on the modifications of the 

present courthouse is that which will be included in the drawings. 

Copiah County 

Copiah County's birth can be traced back to what is known as 

the Treaty of Doak's Stand in 1820. In this treaty, the Choctaws 

ceded to the United States approximately 5,500,000 acres of land in 

the central and western parts of the state of Mississippi; the southern 

portion of the Yazoo delta. Thus, this fertile tract of land was 

brought under the ownership of the Anglo-Americans. 

The commissioners for the United States at this treaty were 

Andrew Jackson and Thomas Hinds. After the negotiations between 

the American representatives and the Choctaw chiefs had been going 

on for two weeks, the treaty was finally signed on October 18, 1820. 

The council was held on the grounds of the Natchez Trace at Doak's 

Stand, a tavern about four miles north of the Pearl River in the 

southeast corner of present-day Madison County. Pushmataha and 

Mushulatubbee were the representatives of the Indians in their 

conference with the Americans. 
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The Choctaw cession was made up of all the lands, except for 

the reservations, west of a line drawn from a point on the former 

Choctaw boundary near the southeast comer of Simpson County to 

the source of the Black Creek, a tributary of the Yazoo; then 

westward to its mouth, and from that point, by a direct line, to the 

Mississippi River, one mile below the mouth of the Arkansas (53). 

The "New Purchase" was then named Hinds County. On January 

21, 1823, at the sixth session of the General Assembly in Jackson, the 

extensive territory of Hinds County was reduced by the formation of 

Yazoo and Copiah counties from it. The Yazoo County of that year 

contained the present counties of Washington, Holmes, Issequena, 

Sharkey, and parts of Madison and Sunflower, as well as the Yazoo 

County of today. Copiah County was divided by the Pearl River. The 

eastern portion was turned into Simpson County about a year later, 

and on April 7, 1870, surrendered a strip of its southern territory to 

Lincoln County (54). 

Copiah County is located in the southwest portion of the state, 

has an area of 769 square miles, and is bounded on the north by 

Hinds County, east by Simpson, south by Lawrence and Lincoln, and 

west by Jefferson and Claiborne counties. The name Copiah is an 

Indian word meaning "calling panther." However, in a paper titled 

"Historical Background of 'Old Gallatin'" it states that the word meant 

"owl." Even though there are different interpretations as to what 

Copiah actually means, the most widely accepted one is "calling 

panther." 
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Coor's Springs; The first County Courthouse was at Coor's 

Springs, near the present community of Bethesda, just east of 

Hazlehurst. There are sources that state that the name was "Coar's 

Springs" not "Coor's Springs." The latter was adopted as the correct 

spelling because of the gravestones found on the site of the 

courthouse were spelled "Coor" and not "Coar." During the 1830s 

Coor's Springs was a popular and prosperous watering place, this was 

due to the natural spring that was located just west of the 

courthouse. Coor's Springs served as the seat of justice until the 

formation of Simpson County in 1824. 

The act of Legislature creating Simpson County passed on 

January 23, 1824, also authorized the Copiah County Court to re

locate its county seat. This was done and the county seat was moved 

to the town of Gallatin in 1824. The act also provided that "The 

county and circuit courts of Copiah, shall be in the future be held at 

the home of John Welch until otherwise directed by law" (55). It is 

not known wether any county courts were held at the home of Mr. 

Welch between January 23, 1824, until the courthouse was built in 

Gallatin. 

Gallatin as the county seat was confirmed by an act of 

Legislature on February 1, 1825 (56). This act also designated four 

places for holding election in the county; "The residence of Leonard 

Kimbrue; the place commonly known as Waummack's Bluff; at the 

residence of Daniel Clower; and at the residence of John Core." 

Gallatin. The town of Gallatin was incorporated in 1825, and 

was named in honor of Albert Gallatin, who was the Secretary of the 
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Treasury under President Madison. The land for the town was 

purchased from William Perkins and a Mr. White. The town was 

surveyed and lots were sold to gentlemen who became permanent 

and influential citizens of Gallatin. These gentlemen were: Buckner 

Harris, E. G. Peyton, Thomas Pleasant, Dr. J. P. Bush, Fletcher Hubert, 

Benjamin King, Bryant and Edmund Hatch, Abram Harvey, Thomas A. 

Willis, William and Madison Barnes, a Mr. Harrington, John, William, 

and James Scott (57). 

Gallatin really became a town with a population of 800 in 1824 

when they built a courthouse. The courthouse was contracted by 

Jesse Thompson and built by "a very efficient carpenter slave owned 

by Mr. Thompson** (58). The building was two-story, made of red 

brick, approximately 40 feet by 50 feet, and cost $1,200. It was in 

this building that all the courts were held until the year 1855. The 

town also had two banks, a drug store. Masonic Hall, Baptist and 

Presbyterian churches, two schools (one for boys and one for girls), a 

Female Seminary, several shops, and a jail. 

There were several "Inns," as well as hotels, to care for the 

road-weary travelers, since Gallatin was a regular stop for the stage 

coaches which ran weekly from Jackson to Natchez. Mail arrived 

three times a week from Mobile, Alabama, and Pensacola, Florida, 

and other points east, for delivery to the west and north. It was 

because of this that Gallatin had a post office. 

In 1828, Gallatin published a newspaper called "The 

Intelligencer," which was one of only six in the United States. Later, 
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two more papers were published there, "The Southern Star" and 

"Argus." 

The "Argus" was owned and operated by J. L. Power. The 

editor of this paper was H. D. Burton, who was married to an Indian 

Chiefs daughter and they lived at one of the "Inns" (59). This "Inn" 

still stands today on its original site and mostly in its original 

condition. It is located on a hill on Old Highway 20, about mid-way 

between Gallatin and Hazlehurst. Presently it is owned by Mrs. J. A. 

Ridgely and is believed to be over 200 years old. 

These newspapers carried local news, U. S. news, sale of 

marriage licenses, court notices, slave sales, descriptions of slave 

deserters, jail sentences, and every issue carried announcements of 

the numbers of barrels of whisky received. This trade resulted in 

the setting up of regular drinking and gambling dens. In Extinct 

Towns and Villages of Mississippi. Gallatin was described as follows: 

'It further appears that the old town was well supplied with 

drinking places and had its dens and dives, card-tables, race-tracks, 

and enjoyed the reputation of having a man killed once a week for 

pastime." This did not last, however, and Gallatin rose up to be a 

respectable town. 

Gallatin held court in the small building until 1855, when a 

new and larger one was built at a cost of $25,000. This courthouse 

was built by the same contractor, Mr. Thompson, and his "very 

efficient slave labor." The reason for this new courthouse was that 

the railroad companies had been making surveys and it appeared 

that the tracks would pass near Gallatin. When it was realized that 
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the tracks would go by four miles east of town, a Mr. King, who was 

an attorney and owned vast amounts of land in Gallatin, persuaded 

the town to build the new courthouse in hopes of keeping the County 

Seat there. The change was delayed, but the County Seat was 

eventually moved to Hazlehurst. The courthouse was torn down in 

1872 at a cost of $15,000 and the County Seat was moved to 

Hazlehurst. 

After the courthouse was moved, a small schoolhouse was built 

on the Square and a Mr. Cockrum was hired to teach at $200 per 

year. The school remained in use until 1926, when the consolidation 

of public schools was established. In 1927 an oil company wanted to 

lease the Square from the County. When word of this got to 

Hazlehurst, the citizens made plans to preserve the land and 

presented them to the Board. The plans were approved and the 

patriotic citizens were asked to submit cost estimates and exact plans 

for the memorial. The Board granted their permission, and 

permission and $500 was given by the State for this work. A few 

months later, a granite marker was unveiled at the Old Court Square. 

Today nothing remains of the once important town of Gallatin. 

Hazlehurst. Hazlehurst traces its beginnings back to March 31, 

1858, when the final rail was laid on the New Orleans, Jackson and 

Great Northern Railway and the "Golden Spike" was driven. The 

route bypassing Gallatin was chosen to eliminate as many bridges as 

possible, meaning the dividing ridge between the Pearl River 

watershed to the east and the Mississippi River watershed to the 
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west. At this time, Hazlehurst was only a store along the tracks but 

the store soon became a railroad station and the town was born. 

With the establishment of the railroad, the town of Gallatin 

declined, and many businesses moved to Hazlehurst. The city was 

surveyed and its streets laid out by George H. Hazlehurst, Chief 

Engineer for the railroad. Mr. Hazlehurst also founded a town in 

Georgia also bearing his name. During the Civil War the village of 

Hazlehurst was raided repeatedly by troops under the Federal 

Commander Grierson and many of the original buildings were lost. 

In the Hazlehurst City Cemetery a section contains the remains of 68 

confederate and two federal soldiers, all of whom are unknown. The 

feelings of the time are expressed by the fact that the two federal 

soldiers are buried outside the cemetery. After the war, the village 

began to grow and on November 3, 1865, the State of Mississippi 

issued a municipal charter to Hazlehurst. 

On June 28, 1872, the citizens of Copiah County voted to move 

the county seat to Hazlehurst. That year they built a two-story 

wooden courthouse that served the county until 1902. At this time it 

was decided that there was a need for a new larger courthouse. The 

site would be where the present one stood. There is no mention of 

where courts were held during the time of the building of the new 

courthouse. 

P]-y<̂ ent Courthouse 

The present courthouse, built in 1902, was designed by 

architect J. Reily Gordon with Arthur Giannini as the supervising 
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architect and built by G. T. Hallas & Co.. The Board of Supervisors 

were: W. M. Ainsworth, President; M. O. Jones; W. G. Smith; J. J. 

Sullivan, Jr.; and J. W. Didlake. Members of the Building Committee 

were: R. N. Miller; J. S. Sexton; R. S. Norman; J. G. Lyell; T. J. Hargrave; 

John F. Smith; and A. Lotterhos. 

The present courthouse is a Neo-Classical Revival style work. 

In plan, the building roughly approximates a Latin cross type of 

arrangement. At the crossing point of the arms, there is a hexagonal 

tower with a domed roof. The central portion, frequently referred to 

as the rotunda, curves out four feet from the place where it joins the 

eastern and western sections of the building. With the exception of 

the rotunda, the type of roof used is a hip covered with terra cotta 

tiles. 

The east, or front, fa9ade of the building is dominated by a 

portico form which is composed of a pediment and full entablature 

supported by four columns with Corinthian capitals. This portico 

projects approximately three feet from the front of the courthouse. 

On the south and north corners of the front fa9ade there are covered 

porches. The flat roofs over these porches are circular in form which 

are, in fact, an extension of the entablature and supported by four 

columns, two of which are engaged (rectangular projections of brick 

attached to the wall). On top of these roofs is a balustrade (from the 

photographs it is impossible to tell if it is made of wood or cast 

stone). The south and north fagades of the building are exactly 

symmetrical, so the description of the south fagade will also apply to 

the north. The eastern end of the south facade is dominated by a 
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portico similar to the one on the east fa9ade. This portico has a 

pediment and full entablature but the columns are engaged and it 

projects out only six inches. The lower five-foot section of the 

building is completely surrounded by banded brick framed with cast 

stone moldings. 

There are two types of entablatures used on this building. The 

first crowns the area known as the rotunda. The architrave and 

frieze of this entablature are galvanized metal, while the cornice 

portion is wood. The other entablature crowns the rest of the 

building. The architrave is composed of two courses of cast stone, 

two courses of brick, and topped by two more courses of cast stone. 

The frieze is composed of six courses of brick. Finally, the cornice, 

including the dentils, is made totally of cast stone. 

The building was constructed with load-bearing masonry walls. 

The most interesting aspect of this building is that the mortar joints 

on the exterior brickwork, or face brick, are one-eighth of an inch 

thick and those on the interior load bearing walls are the standard 

three-eighths of an inch thick. The face brick is a smooth finish, 

beige, while the load bearing brick is common, red "used brick." The 

floors, with the exception of the Chancery Clerk's office, are all wood 

framed with the joists resting in rabbets in the brick walls. The floor 

in the Chancery Clerk's office is concrete with two steel I-beams 

(manufactured by Jones and Laughlin), running north and south, 

dividing the floor into three equal bays. 

There are six entrances into the building. The two main ones 

are located on the corners of the front (east) of the building on either 
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side of the portico. This is an unusual arrangement because a portico 

is usually the visual sign of access and no other county courthouse in 

Mississippi has comer entries. There are two secondary entrances 

located on the rounded sides (north and south) of the building. 

There are references that state that the areas just inside these doors 

were porches. However, research failed to locate any photographs 

which show the interior of these spaces. There are two entries to the 

courthouse through the rear (west) of the building. The one in the 

center opened into the stairs leading to the basement and also to two 

secondary rooms which opened into the rotunda-shaped room on the 

first floor. The other entry is located at the bottom of a set of stairs 

on the southwest comer of the building. It is commonly held that 

the areas that this entry opened into were the restrooms for the 

black people. 

The courthouse remained in its built condition until 1933. In 

1933, the Federal Government allocated $25,000 of Works Progress 

Administration (W. P. A.) funds to Copiah County for needed repairs 

to the courthouse. This allocation not only financed the repairs, but 

also put several people back to work thus helping the economy of 

Hazlehurst. The work on the courthouse was done by Hull and 

Drummonds, Architects of Jackson, Mississippi. It was at this time 

that the dome and the ballustrades were removed. There is no 

mention of why the ballustrades were removed. The dome, however, 

was removed because it leaked, and was replaced with a simple low-

pitched roof. There was no interior work done to the building at this 

time. 
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In 1953, the courthouse underwent extensive renovations. The 

architectural services were provided by G. W. Overstreet and 

Associates, a prominent architectural firm in Jackson, Mississippi. 

The Board of Supervisors formed an advisory committee to approve 

the plans drawn up by G. W. Overstreet and Associates. This 

committee was made up of one member from each district of Copiah 

County. The members were: W. S. Catchings, Hazlehurst; Ed Little, 

Rock Port; J. Frank Decell, Pleasant Valley; Earl Donahoe, Pine Bluff; 

and W. H. Russum, Crystal Springs. The renovations were funded by 

$200,000 of bonds sold by the county. 

The largest part of the work done was the addition of the wings 

on the north and south facades, which covered the lower half of the 

portico forms. The entrances into these wings were cut through the 

original facades, so only three feet of them was lost. The north wing 

is a single-story addition that houses the circuit clerk and a record 

vault. The south wing is also a single-story addition, but also has a 

basement. This wing houses the office of the chancery clerk on the 

first floor and a record vault in the basement. 

The other addition was on the rear of the courthouse. This 

three-story plus basement addition covers most of the original 

fa9ade of the courthouse. The basement of this addition was used for 

storage of books and most of the air conditioning equipment. The 

first floor, according to descriptions, housed four restrooms; white 

males, white females, "colored" males, and "colored" females. The 

second floor housed four witness rooms for the same reasons that 

there were four restrooms. The third floor had no specific use and 
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consisted of two rooms. A new entry into the original building was 

cut at each landing and the windows that were covered by the 

addition were bricked up. 

The exterior of the original building also underwent some 

changes. The doors leading into the rotunda on the north and south 

sides were removed and windows placed in the voids left by them. 

All of the original casement windows were replaced with aluminum 

awning type units. 

Much of the the historic interior of the courthouse was lost at 

this time, due to the amount of work done. All of the flooring, wood 

except for the marble in the first floor rotunda, was replaced with 

asphalt tile. The reason for the removal of the marble in the rotunda 

was that the floor was raised, thus removing the steps into it. After 

the rotunda was leveled, the offices on either side were expanded 

and all that was of this once attractive space was a hallway through 

the middle of it. The second and third floors escaped extensive 

changes, and the only notable change was the bricking up of the 

window located on the western end of the rotunda courtroom. 

The latest changes to the courthouse occurred in 1974. The 

architectural services for this work were provided by F. J. Lee and 

Associates of Jackson, Mississippi, with the engineering services of 

Joe Speights. Huntington Lumber of Hazlehurst bid $137,700 on the 

project and was given 150 working days to complete the work. The 

funding for this work came from revenue sharing funds, with no tax 

levy to the people of Copiah County. 
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Though work had already begun, Ed Hood, President of the 

Copiah County Board of Supervisors, asked two ladies of Hazlehurst 

to act as the decorators for the project. The ladies were; Genevieve 

Harris, of the Copiah County Extension Home Economist Office and 

Sarah Weeks, the Copiah County 4-H Youth Agent. These women 

asked the contractors to postpone further remodeling until they 

came up with a color scheme. The scheme they finally decided on 

was monochromatic-gold. 

The work focused on the interior of the courthouse. The walls 

throughout the building were covered with paneling. There were 

many coats of paint on the walls already and it was decided that 

repainting would not help their appearance. The paneling installed 

in the offices was pecan, while the paneling in the public spaces was 

Formica that resembled pecan wood. 

The first floor of the building was completely remodeled. 

Offices included in this face-lift were the Tax Assessor Collector's, 

Chancery Clerk's, Board of Supervisors', County Superintendent of 

Schools', and the record room. The Tax Assessor Collector's office 

received a new counter to replace the one formerly used by the 

Sheriff, which was moved to the basement. The second and third 

floors also received a complete face-lift. 

The only major changes in this remodeling were in the 

rotunda-shaped courtroom. The first thing done was the leveling of 

the courtroom floor which was sub-contracted out to Thomas 

Holliday. This leveling was a complex job because the floor originally 

sloped from all four sides. It is believed that the floor was sloped 
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like this so that everyone could see over the head of the person in 

front of them. This leveling eliminated the step-down into the 

courtroom and the step-up to the jury area. Both of which were 

responsible for many accidents in the building's 72-year existence. 

When the courthouse was built, the balustrades and columns in 

the courtroom were constructed of oak and stained a walnut color. 

Through the years, this woodwork was painted several times. As a 

result, it would be cost-prohibitive to strip the woodwork of its many 

coats of paint, so it was repainted again. 

There was an important discovery made during this repainting. 

When a worker was repainting the four foot by ten foot oval frame 

in the center of the courtroom ceiling, he got some paint on a black 

surface. When he wiped it off, he discovered that this surface was 

stained glass which had been turned black by many years of cigar 

and cigarette smoke. Upon further investigation, a vent was 

discovered that allowed the smoke to escape and light to illuminate 

the stained glass. This vent had been closed, perhaps during the 

1933 W. P. A. work for the same reasons that the dome was 

removed. There were plans to install a light fixture above the glass 

at this time, but they were never carried out. 

The only exterior change to the building was the removal of the 

terra cotta tile roof. According to Carroll Kemp, the tiles were to be 

saved, but the job of getting them off the roof to the ground 

unbroken was too time consuming, so the contractor bought them 

from the county for $500 and threw the rest of them off the roof into 
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the back of a truck. The terra cotta tiles were replaced with asphalt 

shingles. 

Conclusions 

This courthouse is perhaps the most outstanding public 

architectural work in Copiah County. The style, Neo-Classical Revival, 

is used throughout the city, yet the courthouse is the best example. 

The most interesting aspect of the building is that the entrances are 

located on the corners of the building. This is unusual because the 

portico is historically the visual sign of entrance. Another interesting 

aspect of the building is that the mortar joints are one-eighth of an 

inch wide. This style of brickwork is usually found in the public 

buildings in this area of Mississippi. Though it has been altered 

greatly, it still remains a symbol of the coming of the railroad to the 

people of Copiah County. 

This information, describing the alterations that the Copiah 

County Courthouse underwent, is included in the computer generated 

drawings. Though this information is useful in written form, it is 

more helpful when it appears in conjunction with the drawings. 

With the information on the drawings, there is little room for error in 

determining what specific items to which it pertains. For example, 

the discussion of what was added and changed in 1953 may be 

confusing in written form, but with the notes and drawings "on

screen" the information is clear. This information is not intended to 

be plotted. It is included to facilitate research associated with the 

building. 
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CHAPTER VII 

PRESERVATION 

The Copiah County Courthouse is in need of very little 

preservation work. Upon initial investigation, it was found that the 

basement (usually the source of most problems) of the building was 

completely dry. This seems unusual because it is located in an area 

that has frequent rainfall and high humidity. With the basement 

being dry, many of the problems commonly plaguing historic 

structures, such as soil heave, wet rot, and building settlement, are 

non-existent. The main problems, however, are associated with 

neglect, poor craftsmanship, and roof leakage. The following is a 

discussion of the problems associated with the building and the 

preservation treatments that should be employed. 

Brick 

The brick that the courthouse is constructed of is a relatively 

hard brick and therefore is not subject to many of the problems 

associated with older types. There are two main problems affecting 

the brick of this courthouse: staining due to biological action; and 

areas that need repointing. 

Cleaning. Before the building is cleaned, it must be determined 

what is "dirt." The nature and source of the dirt must be determined 

in order to remove it in the most effective and least harmful manner. 

The "dirt," however, may be a weathered or discolored portion of the 

brick itself rather than extraneous materials. The removal of this 
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would cause a loss of the material and speed the erosion of the brick, 

so a careful analysis of what is considered "dirt" should be 

undertaken. One other item that should not be removed is the patina 

that has accumulated on the brick surface. Patina is that 

discoloration of a material that is due to weathering. The removal of 

the patina would cause the building to appear "new," and this, the 

author feels, destroys the historic character. 

There are three methods of cleaning brick: water, chemical, and 

mechanical (abrasive). Water methods soften the dirt and rinse the 

deposits from the building surface. Chemical cleaners react with the 

deposits to speed up the removal process, then the deposits and 

excess chemicals are rinsed off with water. Mechanical methods 

employ the use of grit blasting, grinders, and sanding disks, which 

remove the dirt by abrasion and followed by a water rinse. 

Before any of these methods are used on the building they 

should be tested on an area of sufficient size to determine the 

effectiveness and safety. It is important to include those methods 

that are the least expensive and damaging, as well as those that are 

more complicated. The most commonly overlooked method is the 

low-pressure water wash, which is largely effective, safe, and least 

expensive (60). A slightly pressurized water combined with a mild 

detergent additive is also effective. It is well worth the time to 

repeat these methods before a harsher one is tested. These methods 

are safer for the building and the environment. Because of their 

mild nature, these methods are the ones that should be used to clean 

the Copiah County Courthouse. 
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Water cleaning methods can be divided into three types: low 

pressure wash over an extended period, moderate to high pressure 

wash (sometimes including mild detergents), and steam (61). 

Sometimes natural fiber brushes are employed to supplement the 

water wash. All of the joints must be in sound condition in order to 

minimize the amount of water penetrating into the interior. 

There are, however, problems associated with the use of water 

cleaning methods. One problem is that many types of brick may 

absorb excess water and cause damage to the inside of the wall or 

the interior wall surface. Normally, however, the water only 

penetrates moderately into most brick, which brings up another 

problem, efflorescence. 

Efflorescences are those soluble salts within the brick that are 

brought to the surface by excess water. These efflorescences appear 

as white patches on the face of the brick after the water has 

evaporated. Though they are unsightly, they are easily removed by 

using a brush and water or are removed by the rain. Efflorescences 

are not usually the result of water cleaning, but rather from other 

sources such as sprinklers. 

One final problem with using a water method is that it cannot 

be used during cold months. The water absorbed into the brick and 

cause spalling and cracking due to the expansion of ice formation. 

Since it may take a week for the wall to dry after cleaning, no water 

cleaning should be used for two weeks prior to the average frost date 

of the area. 
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Repointing. 

Repointing is the process of removing deteriorated 
mortar from the joints of a masonry wall and replacing it 
with new mortar. Properly done, repointing restores the 
visual and physical integrity of the masonry. Improperly 
done, repointing not only detracts from the appearance of 
the building, but may, in fact, cause physical damage to 
the masonry units themselves. (62) 

There are two areas of the courthouse that need repointing: 

the first is due to the deterioration of the mortar, and the other is 

due to an earlier attempt at repointing which was poorly done. It is 

important to note that repointing alone will not solve the problem of 

deteriorating mortar. The cause of the deterioration must be 

determined before any work is done. If not, the repointing work 

that was done will, in time, deteriorate and the work will have been 

a waste of both time and money (63). 

The first step that should be taken before repointing the 

building is to analyze the mortar and examine the bricks and 

techniques used in the construction of the wall. For this building, a 

visual analysis of the mortar will be sufficient. The exact physical 

and chemical properties of the historic mortar are not needed if the 

new mortar: matches the historic mortar in color, texture, and 

detailing; is softer (measured by compressive strength) than the 

brick; and is as soft, or softer, than the historic mortar (64). The 

following is a simple method of analyzing the historic mortar: 
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1. Remove three or four unweathered samples of the 
mortar to be matched from several locations on the 
building.... It is important to recognize that many 
historic buildings have been repointed a number of 
times and that on any given wall surface there may be 
a variety of mortars. Therefore, it is important to 
remove as many as are representative to obtain a 
"mean" mortar sample. 

2. Break the remaining samples apart with a wooden 
mallet until they are separated into their constituent 
parts. There should be a good handful of the material. 

3. Carefully blow away the powdery material (the lime or 
cement matrix which bound the mortar together) [It 
should be determined which was used.]. 

4. With a low power (10 power) magnifying glass, 
examine the remaining sand and other materials such 
as oyster shells. 

5. Note and record the wide range of color as well as the 
varying sizes of the individual grains of sand or shell. 
(65) 

As stated earlier, the mortar used for repointing should be 

softer than the brick and the historic mortar. The reason for this is 

to prevent damage to the masonry units. A mortar that is stronger 

than the brick will not accommodate the stresses incurred in a wall 

and, in turn, will force the brick to relieve them. This action causes 

the brick to crack and spall. These forces can also force the joints to 

open up, permitting water to penetrate the joints causing further 

damage to the wall (See Figure 7.1). 
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FIGURE 7.1 

Effects of temperature change 
upon masonry 

There are three basic materials used in mortar: sand, lime or 

Portland cement, and water. Each of these materials should be 

carefully examined in order to ensure a durable and historically 

correct mortar for repointing. 

Sand is the largest constituent of mortar. It is the sand that 

gives the mortar its color and texture. The most common type of 

sand found in historic mortar has rounded edges which is 

characteristic of river or beach sand (much of the sand used today is 

manufactured, which has sharp, angular edges) (66). For repointing, 

the rounded, or natural, sand should be used for two reasons. First, 

it is similar to the sand in the historic mortar and will match better 

visually. Second, it makes the mortar more workable and can be 

forced into the joints easily thus forming a better bond between the 
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old mortar and the bricks (67). Therefore, it is well worth the effort 

and time to locate a natural sand for repointing. 

The sand that should be used for repointing in the Copiah 

County Courthouse is readily available. Many of the creeks and 

bayous near Hazlehurst contain sand that is comparable to that found 

in the historic mortar. After examining the sand in the historic 

mortar, it was evident that the sand found along the banks of the 

Bayou Pierre (just west of town) best matched in both color and 

texture. 

The next material that needs to be discussed is the lime or 

Portland cement. These materials are the most common binders for 

mortar. Of the two, lime is the best suited to producing a mortar that 

meets the specific requirements for repointing historic buildings. 

Mortar with a high lime content is soft, porous, and has little change 

in volume due to temperature changes. Lime mortar is also slightly 

water soluble and thus is able to re-seal any hairline cracks that may 

develop during the life of the mortar (68). Portland cement mortar, 

on the other hand, can be extremely hard, resistant to the movement 

of water, shrinks when setting, and has high thermal movements 

(69). Therefore, the use of a high lime mortar is recommended for 

use in repointing. However, up to five percent white portland 

cement can be added to the lime to improve the workability or 

plasticity without adversely affecting the desirable qualities of the 

lime mortar (70). 

The final material that needs to be discussed is the water used 

in the mortar. There are relatively few requirements for the type of 
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water used in repointing work. The main qualities are that the water 

should be relatively free of acids, salts, alkalies, and large amounts of 

organic materials (71). 

The new mortar should match the unweathered portions of the 

historic mortar. The best method of checking the match is to make a 

small amount of the proposed mortar mix and allow it to cure. This 

sample is then broken open and compared with the broken surface 

of the historic mortar sample that was saved. 

If an accurate color match cannot be achieved through the use 

of natural sand, it may be necessary to use a mortar pigment. These 

pigments are available as separate ingredients or pre-mixed with the 

mortar. However, many pre-mixed mortars are not well suited for 

repointing projects because of their portland cement content (72). 

Only pure mineral oxides, which are sun-fast, should be used in 

order to prevent bleaching and fading of the color (73). 

Now that the mortar mix has been determined, the joints of the 

wall need to be prepared. The old mortar should be removed to a 

minimum depth of one inch in order to provide an adequate bond 

and mortar "popouts" (74). Any loose or deteriorated mortar beyond 

this depth should also be removed. The use of power tools for the 

removal of mortar from the joints almost always results in damage to 

the bricks. This damage not only affects their visual appearance but 

also can accelerate the damage done by weathering. When the joints 

are relatively wide, it is possible to use power tools to remove the 

mortar from the joints. However, as stated earlier, the mortar joints 
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on the courthouse are approximately one-eighth of an inch wide, and 

should be prepared by hand. 

The next step in repointing is to fill the joints. Where the 

existing mortar has been removed to a depth of over one inch should 

be filled first. When the joints are being filled it is important to fill 

them in several layers of about one-quarter of an inch thick. When 

the first layer of mortar is thumb-print hard, another layer may be 

added; following this process until the joint is filled. The reason for 

this is to minimize shrinkage of the mortar as it cures. 

The time it takes for the mortar to cure can be controlled by 

dampening the brick and old mortar before the joint is filled. 

However, excess water in the joint should be avoided. Too much 

water will cause delays in tooling the joints and excess shrinkage in 

the mortar. On the other hand, if too little water is used, it will be 

absorbed from the mortar by the brick and old mortar before it is 

properly cured, thus causing a weak bond. 

When the final layer of mortar is thumb-print hard, it is ready 

to be tooled. If the joint is tooled when the mortar is too soft, the 

color may be lighter than expected and susceptible to hairline cracks 

forming. If the joint is tooled when the mortar is too hard, the color 

may be darker and good closure of the mortar against the brick will 

not be achieved. 

Many times the old brick will have rounded edges. In 

repointing around worn bricks, the joint should be slightly recessed 

in order to avoid a joint that appears too wide. This will also help to 
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prevent the creation of a large, thin featheredge which is easily 

damaged, thus admitting water (See Figure 7.2) (75). 
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FIGURE 7.2 

Filling mortar joints around 
worn brick 

Wood 

The wood in the Copiah County Courthouse is in very good 

shape. As stated earlier, the basement is dry and the wood that 

frames the first floor is undamaged. There are, however, three 

problems with the wood in other areas of the courthouse: in the attic 

on the north side there are termites and wet rot, and the woodwork 

in the courtroom needs to be stripped of its paint. 

Termites. Termites are voracious and will attack wood and any 

other materials that are not too hard or toxic. Termites have been 

reported as having attacked electrical insulation and plastic pipes 

buried underground (76). They are social insects with a 
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well-developed caste system: adults, workers, and soldiers. The 

adults are usually winged and range in size from one-quarter to 

three-quarters of an inch long. The color of the adults range from 

black for the reproductive ones to cream for the others (77). The 

workers usually have an enlarged head and an off-white body. This 

caste is most often seen when the infested wood is broken open, and 

most destruction is attributed to the worker caste (78). The soldiers 

are the most easily recognized because of their greatly enlarged head 

and mandibles and most often the largest of the colony (79). Both 

the workers and soldiers do not reproduce. 

The species of termites that have infested the courthouse are 

ground termites. This type of termite lives in a large colony in the 

earth. They depend on a source of moisture and an unbroken 

earthen tube to their source of food. Ground termites do not make 

tunnels in the wood; they tend to feed in restricted zones that 

become packed with mud as the attack progresses (80). 

There are two methods of controlling ground termites: denied 

access to the nest and insecticides. The least damaging method of 

controlling termites is to deny them access to their underground 

home. Ground termites will die if they are denied this access 

because it has a controlled environment and the termites cannot 

survive without it (81). In addition to denying them access to the 

nest, the ground should be poisoned to prevent further attacks. 

After the earthen tubes are cleaned off, the soil is poisoned by 

drilling holes in the ground at twelve inch intervals and injecting the 
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appropriate insecticides. Also, all cracks in the masonry or concrete 

should be poisoned and sealed. 

The wood that is infested with termites is restricted to one joist 

in the attic on the north side of the building. This is unusual because 

there is no other evidence of infestation on the other floors. 

However, when the author went back to examine the termites to 

determine if it was an active colony, access to the attic was not 

possible. This was due to the fact that someone tried to burn down 

the courthouse and all access to the attic was sealed off as a 

precautionary measure. 

Wet rot. The presence of wet rot is much less serious than dry 

rot because it does not carry its moisture with it (82). Because of 

this, the area that is affected is localized. The most common form 

requires a moisture content of 25% before it will attack the wood. 

Wet rot is usually treated with the same chemicals as dry rot. 

In the Copiah County Courthouse there is one joist which has 

been damaged by wet rot. Rather than treating this member with 

chemicals, it should be replaced. The reason for its replacement is 

that it is the same member with the termite damage. The loss of 

historic fabric is not an issue here because the member is in the attic 

and is not seen. 

As with repointing, the cause of the problem must be 

determined if the work is to last. As best can be determined, the 

member deteriorated due to a small leak in the roof over the north 

portico. Once this is corrected, the member should be replaced in 

kind (with the same species of wood). 
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Paint Stripping. The woodwork in the courtroom of the Copiah 

County Courthouse has been painted many times. Where the paint is 

flaking off, the original stain of the oak woodwork can be seen. It is 

highly advisable to strip the woodwork and revarnish it in order to 

restore the historic character of the courtroom. 

One method of stripping the paint off of the woodwork is by 

using a one kilowatt electric stripping gun. This stripping gun is 

designed to produce temperatures of 400° Fahrenheit (83). This is a 

relatively safe method of stripping paint because it works below the 

temperature at which wood burns. Care should be taken when using 

this method of stripping because of the danger of fire (caused by the 

paint itself) and the presence of toxic fumes. Although the use of 

stripping guns is both effective and inexpensive, the last layer of 

paint should be removed with a chemical paint stripper. 

Chemical paint strippers can be grouped into two categories: 

alkalines and solvents. Alkalines are applied until the paint is soft 

enough to be removed with a knife. After the removal of the paint 

the surface should be rinsed with water and either vinegar or acetic 

acid in order to neutralize any traces of the alkalines (84). Because 

of the difficulty of removing all traces of the stripper from porous 

surfaces led to the development of the second type. Solvent 

strippers are applied in the same way as alkaline strippers and 

rinsed with water. Solvent strippers are preferred when working 

with porous surfaces because there is less residue. 

Once the paint has been removed, the wood can be prepared 

for revarnishing. Care should be taken to ensure that the new stain 
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and varnish matches the original and that proper precautions are 

taken by the workers to avoid personal injury. The new varnish and 

stain combination should be compared to the original where the 

paint has flaked off before it is applied. 

Plaster 

All of the walls and ceilings in the Copiah County Courthouse 

are covered with plaster on a metal lath. The condition of the plaster 

on the walls was not able to be determined due to the fact that 

paneling was installed over them in the most recent remodeling 

effort. The ceilings are in good condition with the exception of those 

over the basement and third floor rotunda. The plaster ceiling in the 

basement is in poor condition because, through the years, areas have 

been broken due to carelessness. The ceiling over the third floor 

rotunda is in poor condition because of water that leaked in from the 

dome. 

Composition. Plaster walls and ceilings have traditionally been 

composed of three coats: lathing, floating, and setting. The plaster 

commonly used in many pre-1930 buildings was composed of lime 

and sand (85). The first coat, lathing, was usually one third of a part 

cement, three parts sand, and one part lime. This coat, usually three-

eighths of an inch thick, was pressed against the laths so that it oozed 

out and formed a key to hold the finished plaster. Once this coat was 

partially set, it was scratched and the second coat was then applied. 

The second coat consisted of one part lime and two parts sand and 

was approximately one-quarter of an inch thick. Once the floating 
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coat was in place, the setting coat is applied. The setting coat, one-

eighth of an inch thick, was composed of equal parts of sand and lime 

and provided the final surface for the wall. 

Patching. In the basement of the Copiah County Courthouse, 

the plaster that has been damaged should be patched. The first step 

in patching is to remove the defective plaster. The lathing used in 

this building is in good condition and should be reused. The lathing 

should be reattached to the joists where it is necessary. Once the 

plaster is removed and the lathing is reattached, the work area 

should be thoroughly cleaned to remove any traces of dust. This is 

necessary so that the new plaster will form a strong bond with the 

old. The new plaster should be applied in the same manner as the 

old. In order to blend the new with the old, it should be textured by 

pressing the setting coat with a cloth. 

Replacing. The plaster ceiling over the third floor rotunda 

should be replaced because of the extensive water damage. When 

the old ceiling is removed, the interior should be inspected for any 

signs of leaks or deteriorated structural members. As with 

repointing, this must be done to ensure a long life for the repairs. 

Today, it is a common practice to use a plaster-board to back up any 

new plaster work. Once the plaster-board is in place, the new plaster 

work can be applied in the traditional three-coat method. 
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Conclusions 

The preservation techniques discussed in this chapter should 

be well researched before they are employed. The brick should be 

cleaned by using the low-pressure water wash method because it is 

the least harmful to the building. Mechanical methods of cleaning 

should be avoided because they erode the surface of the material, 

thus speeding up the deterioration process. Before any repointing is 

started, a complete chemical analysis of the historic mortar should be 

executed. This will ensure that the new mortar will be physically 

and visually compatible with the historic. 

When stripping the woodwork of its paint, care should be 

taken. When using a stripping gun, the workers should be aware 

that the old paint may catch fire and also produce toxic fumes. When 

using a chemical stripper, the fumes are dangerous and care should 

be taken so that none of it drips onto other surfaces, thus causing 

unintended damage. 

The preservation problems, and courses of action taken on 

them, discussed in this chapter were included as notes in the 

computer generated drawings of the courthouse. These notes, 

however, are not plotted on the HABS sheets that are archived. The 

purpose of these notes is to provide individuals desiring to 

investigate the building further, immediate access to all of the 

preservation information associated with it. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

DRAWINGS 

Figures 8.1-8.12 (in pocket) show how the drawings of the 

Copiah County Courthouse will appear on the HABS drawing sheets 

when using the method described in Chapter II. 
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